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Glacialagical investigatians at the margin af the Inland Ice
north-east af Jakabshavn, West Greenland

Henrik Højmark Thomsen and Niels Reeh

Glaciological field investigations have been carried out on the Inland Ice north-east of
Jakobshavn. The work is a part of the hydropower investigations at Påkitsoq in a drainage
basin proposed for a local hydropower project.

Drainage basin and glaciological setting

The drainage basin at Påkitsoq lies between 69° 25'N to 69° 32'N and 50° 05'W to
50° 20'W (fig 1). Excluding its Inland Ice sector the basin covers an area of 33.6 km2 and is
situated at about 200-600 m a.s.1. The main part of the mnoff from the basin is meltwater
draining through three lakes, 326, 233 and 187, from the adjoining Inland Ice sector. Lake
187 is proposed as the main reservoir.

The basin contains four outlet glaciers from the Inland Ice (inventory nos lGE07001-2,
lGE04001-2) and the central one, lGE07001, terminates in lake 187. The glaciers have re
treated since 1880 (Weidick, 1968). The thinning of glacier lGE0700l between 1880 and
1959 is estimated by photogrammetric methods to be about 40 m near the margin, decreas
ing to about 20 m at 350 m a.s.l (Thomsen, 1983a). The meltwater from lake 233 to lake 187
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o Ice margin • Lake and fjord ~ Contour line (ob••rved) U Contour line (estimated)

Fig. 1. Drainage basin at Påkitsoq. Stakes drilled into the ice are shown. Contours in metres. Position of
stake 10.0 is estimated as no survey has been carried out.

drains at present along the northern lateral part of glacier lGE07001. This drainage way was
blocked earlier by glacier lGE0700l and the water then drained out of the basin from the
westernmost part of lake 233. The change in drainage took place sometime between 1953
and 1959 (Thomsen, 1983a).

Meltwater drainage On the ice itseif is complicated. Over large areas meltwater drains
through innumerable rivers whose drainage courses are inf1uenced by the surface undulation
and different structural features On the ice surface. In many cases the rivers escape down
into moulins or crevasses, after which the meltwater drainage is controlled by en- and sub
glacial drainage cOnditions.

Glaciological programme

The glaciological programme was started in August 1982 when stakes for measuring the
mass balance were drilled into the ice. Brief reports On the work have been given in Thom
sen (1984b, 1985), and a more detailed description can be found in Thomsen (1983a, 1984a).

In response to increasing demands for detailed glacier maps covering the area under inves
tigation, a photogrammetric map was produced (Thomsen, 1983a). The plotting was based
On existing vertical aerial photographs from 27th June 1959 covering the outer marginal part
of the Inland Ice. The map scale is 1:25 000 with contour intervals of 50 m in the ice-free
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area and 10 m on the ice. A similar map is at present under preparation based on new aerial
photographs from 16 August 1982.

Special problems appear in connection with delineating hydrological drainage basins on a
continuous ice cover like the Inland Ice. Over large areas the drainage basin limits lie within
the ice cover itself. Detailed topographic information on large areas, e.g. about ice surface
undulations and structural features on the ice, is necessary for an accurate mapping of the
surface drainage. Furthermore information about the subglacial topography is required to
enable estimation of the en- and subglacial drainage conditions. Digital processing of Land
sat data has been used for mapping subtle topographic surface features on the ice reflecting
the subglacial topography (Thomsen, 1983b, 1983c). On the basis ofLandsat data, hydrolog
ical drainage basin sizes have been estimated on the Inland Ice (Thomsen, 1984a). This
shows that smaller areas than estimated earlier can be expected (Thomsen, 1983c, 1984a).

Runoff simulations for the area have been carried out using the MBlISMlIROl model de
veloped by GGU (Braithwaite & Thomsen, 1984). The simulations were based on data from
the Danish Meteorological Institute's cIimate station in Jakobshavn, mass balance data from
the area, and the revised drainage area estimates based on Landsat data. The simulated run
off based on the revised drainage basin areas is in better agreement with measured runoff for
the area than earlier found.

Glacier dynamic modelIing has been applied to the Inland Ice sector between 69° 18'N
and 69° 45'N (Reeh, 1983). The model calculates the response of the marginal sector to mass
balance changes. The calculated response is in agreement with observed ice margin fluctua
tions. The model has been used to make predictions, and it is concluded that the present ice
margin recession will continue for at least some decades, unless a dramatic deterioration of
the cIimate occurs in the near future, leading to conditions similar to those prevailing during
the coldest periods of the 'little Ice Age'. Because of a lack of data from the area many quan
tities must be estimated. Reeh (1983) describes what data should be collected to improve the
calculations, e.g. better data on surfaee topography and ice thickness.

In response to the demand for better subglacial topographic information an electromag
netic reflection programme was set up in 1984 by GGU in co-operation with the Elec
tromagnetics Institute, Technical University of Denmark (Thomsen & Madsen, 1985). A 300
mHz ice-radar was mounted in a Twin-Otter fixed wing aircraft. The mission failed, proba
bly ~ue to technical problems with the radar and a toa simple antenna arrangement.

Fieldwork 1985

Mass balance measurements 1984/85. The stakes were visited by helicopter on the 9th of
May, 25th of July and on the 7th of August. There were some difficulties in finding the
stakes. In May stake 11.0 was not found. A new stake, stake 4.0 was established. In July
stakes 8.0 and 10.0 were not found and stake 11.0 was recovered. Six new stakes (stakes 6.0/
0785, 7.5/0785, 8.0/0785, 10.0/0785, 11.0/0785 and 12.0/0785) were established. In August
stake 8.0 was recovered. Repeated altimeter readings revealed deviations from the elevat
ions earlier assumed (Thomsen, 1984b, 1985). Generally the stake elevations are lower than
first believed. The stake elevations given in Table 1 are the best present estimates based on
mean altimeter readings.

The stakes were surveyed in August with microwave line-of-sight, radio-Iocation equip
ment belonging to the Greenland Technical Organisation (GTO). The work was carried out
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Table 1. Transient balance and annual balance for the Inland Ice at Pakitsoq in
millimetres of water

Stake Approximate 24th Aug 84 9th May 85 25th lul 85 24th Aug 84
elevation 9th May 85 7th Aug 85 7th Aug 85 7th Aug 85
m a.s.l.

3.0 245 -482 -3168 -513 -3650
4.0 395 -2475 -423
5.0 440 -396 -2655 -432 -3051
6.0/0785 570 -279
7.0 630 -102 -1862 -294 -1964
7.5/0785 735 -270
8.0 735 -63 -1476 -1539
8.0/0785 780 -333
9.0 870 3 -1619 -275 -1616

10.0/0785 910 -230
10.0 970 106
11.0 995 -342 -1428
11.5/0785 1055 -261
12.0/0785 1120 -(48)

- Stake not found or not established ( ) lcy fim estimated density 0.6 glem3

in co-operation with Bo Madsen and Søren Holm (GTO). The new stake positions are plot
ted in fig. 1. Disagreements between stake elevations given in Table 1 and elevations which
ean be read on the map (fig. 1) are due to the inadequate topographic map base and the er
rors in the altimeter readings.

The winter snow cover on the ice was very patchy and confined mainly to drifts in gullies
and crevasses up to stake 7.0, whereas it was continuous at higher elevations. The transient
balance for the winter period was measured in snow pits and by depth soundings at the
stakes. As there were no signs of heavy melting during the winter the observed distribution
of snow cover is probably due to wind drifting. The transient and annual balances are shown
in Table 1. The ablation was high compared with that of earlier years. Compared with the
1983/84 ablation, the 1984/85 ablation was 6.5% higher at 245 m a.s.l., although the meas
uring period 1984/85 was nearly a month shorter.

On the 7th August the surfaee was still covered with fim at stake 12.0/0785. The fim cover
was continuous at higher elevations and the transition between fim covered surfaee and bare
ice was between stake 11.5/0785 and stake 12.0/0785. From these observations the annual
equilibrium line was approximately 1100 m a.sJ.

Drainage conditions on the Inland læ. Surfaee drainage conditions were studied by reconna
issance on foot and by helicopter. The ice reconnaissance by foot was concentrated just east
of lake 326 (fig. 1).

Surfaee water drains through innumerable small rivers, collecting into big river systems.
The rivers often run over long distances on the surface, but the water often escapes down
into the ice through crevasses or moulins. Surfaee drainage is to a high degree dependent on
local surfaee undulations, reflecting subglacial conditions and structural features such as
shear bands, healed crevasses and ridges indicating the ice flow pattem. The rivers often run
in canyons up to 6 m deep (fig. 2), cutting through the surfaee undulations. The river bed in
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Fig. 2. River system running in canyon on thc 10
land Icc <It Piikitsoq.

these canyons sometimes inc!ines inland, opposite the iee surfaee inciination and directs the
meltwater away from the iee margin over varying distances. Such drainagc conditions com

plicate mapping af surfaee drainage on the ba'Sis af ordinary topographic maps.
Rcconnaissance along a river system an the iee east af [eike 362 showed that for the abovc

mCJltioned reasen less \Vater lhan expeclcd is draining to the lake.

Many questions arise whilc studying the surfaee drainage. The drainage system is not sta·

tionary. The rivers adjust to change in water arnOunts bUL how and wirh what speed? Fur

thcrmorc, the drainage system is developcd on a moving medium, the iee. The lee is mO\'ing
under the drainage system. Huw fast does a drainage system adjust to changcs in iee dynam~

ies? Questions hkc these are difficult to Jn$wer. They requirc at least detailed observations
of drainage l:omiitions over a longer continuous period.

A great nurnber of lakes cxist on thc iee. During field work it has been ob~erved that same
of these lakes empty through the cxisting drainagc system. In mallY cases no sign af surfaee

drainagc is seen on the lee surface, whereas smaller crevasses cutting through the lakc but
tom ean be observed. Lake water ternpcrature eontrols the ability ef the water to make its

way through and beneath the jee. Temperature profiles in lakes Iying at different elevations
on tnc inland lee \vere measured. The measurements were eanied out by a helicopter equip
ped with floats. The estimated size of the lakes rangcd from about 0.1 x 0.1 km to about l x
I km with depths varying from 1.2 m to 4.2 m. No variation af temperature with depth was

found and alllake temperatures were above O°c. The temperatures increase with decreasing
elevation from O.1-(1.2°e al aboul IO()() m a.s.1. to O.8°e at aboul 350 m a.s.1. (fig. 3). As no
obvious relation betwcen water voJume in the lake and temperature exists, the above trend
ean probably be rclated to length af melting season and (he tcmperature of the underlying
iee.

Colteclion af lee and water samples. As part of a programme for studying stable isotope con

dit ions in the ablation zone of the Inland Tee, ice, snow and water samples have been col

lected (see Rcch & Thomsen, [his report). The work in [he Påkitsoq area was carried out to
test a supposition that stable isotope studies may provide useful data for testing the glacier
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flow model used in the area (Reeh, 1983) and provide information on meltwater drainage
conditions.

Electromagnetic reflection. The attempt to use radar for mapping the subglacial topogra
phy in the Påkitsoq area was continued in 1985. In co-operation with the Electromagnetics
Institute, Technical University of Denmark, the 300 mHz radar underwent a detailed tech
nical check and a new improved antenna was constructed, designed to be mounted on a Bell
206 Jet Ranger helicopter. The technical check, the improved antenna, and the slow low-al
titude flying possibie with the helicopter resulted in successful radar mapping this year. The
marginal part of the Inland Ice betweeen 69° 20'N and 69° 32'N up to an elevation of about
600-700 m a.s.l. was mapped (see Thorning, Thomsen & Hansen, this report).
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Stable isotope studies on the Greenland ice-sheet margin

Niels Reeh and Henrik Højmark Thomsen

Stable isotope analysis has been used intensively in the investigation of snow and ice-cores
retrieved from the central region of the Greenland ice sheet. The c'l 180 records from the
deep ice cores drilled at Camp Century and Dye 3, for example, provided detailed c!imatic
information for the past maybe more than 100 000 years (Dansgaard et al., 1985). However,
although the marginal zone of the ice sheet is readily accessibie compared with the central
region, little attention has been given to stable isotope studies in the marginal zone (the
ablation zone).

Sampling programme

To provide a background to evaluate stable isotope methods for studying the hydrology
and dynamics of the marginal zone of the Greenland ice sheet, a sampling programme was
carried out by the authors in the 1985 field season as part of GGu's glacier-hydrological
studies in West Greenland. The main efforts were concentrated in the ablation zone at Påkit
sup akuliarusersua about 40 km north-east of Jakobshavn/Ilulissat (fig. l), where glacier-hy
drological investigations have been carried out by GGu since 1982 (Thomsen, 1983). More
than 700 ice and water samples were collected from 13 different locations. The samples com
prise winter snow, collected on 9 May at seven sites along the GGu ablation profile covering
an elevation interval of 250-900 m, and samples of surface ice and meltwater collected along
the same profile during the period 25 July - 7 August at 12 sites in the elevation range 250
1100 m. At two locations (elevations 250 and 870 m) 2.5 m ice cores were drilled to see to
what extent the original seasonal variation in o 180 would still be preserved in the ice of the
ablation zone. Further detailed sampling of the surface ice at 2 and 5 m intervals was per
forrned along a profile transverse to the ice margin south of lake 326 to a distance of 1.2 km
from the ice edge (fig. 1). Moreover, some 100 samples were collected at nine different 10
cations from the margin and drainage basin of lakobshavn Isbræ with assistance from a field


